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"Your average person does not even know what a 'dossier' is. They think you are talking about a
doce (candy)" --attributed to São Paulo governor José Serra

DRAFT

In the course of its endless Saint Bartholomew's Day, everything was permitted to the senior editors of
Veja magazine. Rarely in the history of Brazil have we witnessed such a carnival of gratuitous violence,
obfuscation, and brute force; of generalized attacks on the reputation of others; of trampling on the basic
principles of journalism for the sake of rank self-promotion ...

They were like a bunch of heavily armed madmen, opening fire on anyone who got in their way.

http://boizebueditorial.com


Readers will recall many such episodes. Not just the cover stories that displayed a level of naked
aggression wholly incompatible with a major newsweekly, but the weird character assassinations of
parties to business disputes, and the manipulation of the literary bestseller lists to personally benefit a
senior editor at the magazine.

Among all these manifestations of anti-journalism at Veja, the one that will have the direst consequences
once the details come to light will be the motives that led Veja editors to engage in, and encourage
columnist Diogo Mainardi to engage in, the most barefaced acts of lobbying in favor of a major Brazilian
business group that have ever been seen in a supposedly serious news publication. Lobbying in defense
of Brazll's most controversial businessman, Daniel Dantas, who has just been arrested by the federal
police and charged with racketeering.

This episode will help shed light on an deepen our understanding of the role of the news media in this
game, and the role played by journalists who, orchestrated by Dantas, manipulated information with the
clear intention of swaying judicial decisions.

Such is the case with Diogo Mainardi.

Since the death of Paulo Francis, various candidates for his successor have presented themselves. At the
Estadão, there was Daniel Piza; at the Folha and Globo, there was Arnaldo Jabor, who wound up taking
the prize on account of his knowledge, talent, and taste for the histrionic. And the wicked wit and bad
faith that Francis, for good and for ill, was known for.

Mainardi was Veja's candidate, but unlike Francis, this was a man who lacked even the most basic
understanding of politics, economics or history, and had visible difficulty thinking up fresh topics for a
column that ran, not daily, but once a week.

Mainardi aped Jabor, but, lacking Jabor's culture and talent, sought to differentiate himself with sheer
crudeness, certain that he could count on the broad support of the Editor Abril, which shored him up with
lawyers and paid the damages in the libel suits he lost.

Once all journalistic principles had gone out the window, what happened next was only to be expected.

The magazine's ties with Daniel Dantas emerged in 2005. Two incidents in particular exposed the
magazine to foolish risks.

The first was the mess Veja got itself into over the story of the alleged offshore bank accounts of
Brazilian officials (See my chapter The Phony Dossier). As you will recall, that article was supplied by
Dantas, and the editor assigned to check it out discovered that the story was false. But in order to do
Dantas a solid, editor in chief Eurípedes Alcântara assigned Mainardi to do an “interview” with Dantas
that would serve to counter the impression left by the revelations that the "dossier" was forged.



Mainardi published a report that had obviously been prepared by attorneys for Dantas, with the questions
and answers written in advance. The editorial amateurism of Veja was such that it could not even
manage to adapt this interview to its own editorial standards – standards in force for at least three
decades now.
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At left: The "ping-pong" format. At right: the "interview" conducted by Mainardi

The second and more serious mess Veja got itself into involved events surrounding the negotiations
between Brasil Telecom and Telemar (OI). To shield himself from charges that might weaken his
negotiating position, Dantas made intense use of Mainardi.

A running journalistic "hook" was set up -- such and such a report was forthcoming from the Italian
prosecutor, information from which Mainardi would selectively leak.

Mainardi started mentioning the Milan prosecutor's report constantly, insinuating that it contained dirt on
Brazilian journalists who had supposedly taken bribes.

Here on my blog, I challenged Mainardi to lay his cards on the table and reveal his source, based on an
elementary principle of journalism: A journalist (or parajournalist) who says he has information, does not
publish it, and uses it to browbeat others, is an out-and-out blackmailer. My challenge called Mainardi's
bluff. And Mainardi lost the hand.

My series on "The Veja Case" has succeeded in getting the attention of enlightened public opinion,
including the attention of the publishing world. The chapters of the series put a spotlight on Mainardi's
conduct.

Even so, the man did not stop, probably due to prior commitments that prevented him from doing so. The
negotiations between Dantas and the controlling shareholders of Telemar were in full swing. The
accusations leaked by Mainardi sought to quash criticism -- using explicit threats of blackmail --, while
hoodwinking public opinion in a way that strengthened the hand of Dantas in the deal. In the heat of
battle, there was no way to suspend the operation.

With his credibility shot to pieces, Mainardi decided to publish a new column and post the document in
question, in PDF format. This proved to be his undoing. Readers of this blog noted that, unlike what
Mainardi was reporting, the report had been scanned here in Brazil, and pages had been omitted from it,
strongly suggesting manipulation.

In the meantime, CartaCapital magazine managed to interview Angelo Jannone, former head of security
for Telecom Italia in Brasil -- and an investigation target of the Milan prosecutor. Mainardi thought he
had succeeded in establishing his alibi.



The Italian Connection

Before we move the story along, let's learn a bit more about the role played by each of the characters in
this Italian commedia dell'arte.

In his first years at the helm of Telecom Italia, the capo of Pirelli, Tronchetti Provera, got into a war with
Daniel Dantas.

At that point, Kroll, hired by Dantas, swung into action, wiretapping public officials and journalists and
feeding the take to coopted journalists. To confront this scheme, the former Italian carabinieri officer
Angelo Jannone was hired and sent to Brazil. He wound up playing a central role in the publication of
the so-called “Kroll dossier,” which provided evidence that Brazilian officials had been bugged and led
to an investigation by police and the federal prosecutor.

Jannone's boss was Giuliano Tavalori -- who later spent a year in jail, accused of running TI's own
espionage scheme during a probe of the Parmalat scandals.

One of Tavalori's aides was Marco Bernardini, a minor player in this game, a former agent of the Italian
secret service who left to go work for Global, a private investigation firm run by Gianpaolo Spinelli, a
former CIA agent.

At a certain point, this Bernardini went to the Italian authorities and volunteered information about the
Brazilian situation. In an investigation of this kind, the testimony of witnesses is simply recorded without
prejudice. Later, it will be up to the investigators and the court to decide whether this testimony is false,
true, or not proven.

In the meantime, there emerged this translator who started providing information to the Brazilian press.

Based on statements by Bernardini and this translator, Dantas mounted his disinformation campaign in
the Brazilian press – with Mainardi's columns as the spearhead.

It became almost like a game of whack-a-mole. Any accusation Bernardini made went into the case
transcript, which was leaked to the journalists in on the scheme, who used them to whack any skeptics
who dared to stick their necks out. Any name that came into the story, even if only in passing, was
treated as a suspect by Mainardi in columns that were echoed in 1.2 million copies of the magazine, even
though they lacked any foundation.

The strategy of trying to influence the judiciary with disinformation amplified in the price became
glaringly obvious. In the column in which he mentions the Milan report, Mainardi tells his readers he is
sending the document to the competent authorities here in Brazil. His manipulations were no longer
confined to producing factoids -- information, whether false or true, that Dantas used in the various legal
proceedings in which he is involved. Now it was time to hand over the documents directly to the courts.



Mainardi Exposed

Let's go back now to the CartaCapital interview with Angelo Jannone (citation).

Apparently alarmed by the unmasking of the game he was playing on behalf of Dantas, Mainardi
appealed to Jannone's testimony, mentioning this interview as a confirmation of his innocence and a
validation of his sources. According to Mainardi, Jannone was one of those sources. But here is where
we are able to put the final pieces of the puzzle together.

Asked by CC whether he had been contacted by anyone from Veja, Jannone replied:

AJ: Mainardi called me on the phone one time. I think some Italian journo gave him my number.
The same journo who said the documents from the ongoing case here were leaked to Mainardi by
Bernardini himself.

CC: When did Mainardi phone?

AJ: In 2006. Ringing off, Mainardi said he knew I was a good egg, then said he was going to go
after the PT mob because he was sure they took bribes.

That was all Jannone said.

On April 8, 2008, in his weekly podcast, Mainardi stated as follows:

"Instead of lying about me, saying I fabricated the document, the spy from Telecom Italia admitted
the document was authentic, even supplying the name of the party to the case who supposedly
handed it over to me.".

Jannone only mentions getting a call from Mainardi in 2006. He does not say a single word about the
document Mainardi published.

Mainardi goes on:

"Besides accusing me of forging documents, the lunatic fringe of the quasi-state-owned media also
accuse me of inventing sources in Italy. The man interviewed by CartaCapital has rebutted this
lunatic fringe. At one sitting, he outed three of my sources: he himself, a journalist and the
investigation target in the case who supposedly passed official court documents to me".

Jannone simply never mentions anything about sources or documents. Mainardi was arbitraging the
difference between the Veja way of journalism and the CartaCapital approach to spin a fantastic story.



"The quasi-state controlled media were fairly stunned by this refutations of its accusations against
me, so much so that they came out with an even more fantastic charge: Yes, the documents I
published may have been genuine, but in this case the entire Italian investigation is supposedly
contaminated by Daniel Dantas.

Besides manipulating dossiers, Mainardi also manipulates what people say. The charge was that the
report manipulated data from the Italian police investigation.

This is not true. The charge was that the file Mainardi published contained different numbering schemes,
which indicated it might have mixed together pieces of the Italian court documents with other
documents.

It has two numbering schemes. One apparently reflects the original numbering scheme of the court
document. The other is a numbering scheme specific to the Mainardi document. For example, the first
135 pages of the original document were suppressed.

This way of falsifying truths, putting words in other people's mouths, creating straw men in order to
shoot them down, has been a trademark of Mainardi's for years now.

On his own glog, Jannone published the following post (here, in translation):

"In the meantime, the "secret" was revealed: the documents published by [Janaína] Leite and
[Diogo] Mainardi came from Brazilian judicial sources, which got them, not through official
channels (the Milan prosecutor, that is), but through unofficial back channels."

Interesting!! In this way, the services rendered to the people investigated in Operation Jackal were now
complete. That is to say: documents that are entered into evidence in the Italian court (which makes any
statements contained therein part of the official record ) wind up traveling through mysterious channels
to people who hand them over to the Brazilian prosecutor and to the press. Face is saved and the case is
saved. The only thing that gets left out is the truth.

The Jannone Interview

There are no boy scouts in this story, of course, but let's look again to Jannone's version of events --
available as audio files at the bottom of this post -- for some final pieces of the puzzle.

Jannone says that during his first interview with the prosecutors, Bernardini presented, with no additional
comment, the Veja cover story about the supposed offshore bank accounts of Brazilian officials (“the
phony dossier”). The same cover story that Eurípedes tried to salvage by sending Mainardi out to fake
doing an interview with Dantas.



Jannone says more: During the Italian case, Bernardini's lawyer said that the last time he was in Brazil
was to meet with Marcos Valério -- the ad man who helped fund the "big monthly allowance" and whose
firm had the ad account of Telemig Celular, controlled at the time by Opportunity.

Bernardini's testimony, shored up by "reporting" from Dantas-allied journalists, make Mainardi's
strategy -- which Veja editorial management came to condoned, with Alcântara squaring things with
Abril's corporate maagement – perfectly clear, when he claims his columns were based on concrete
evidence.

The interview with Jannone was recorded without his permission.

I transcribe some excerpts for the convenience of readers.

Excerpt I - Jannone claims the investigation began with perjured statements from sources. At first, he
could ot understand it. Later, is became more clear. At the outset of his "collaboration" with the Italian
authorities, Bernardini was talking about Brazil. He does not know anything about Brazil, and he is not
smart enough to be saying what he is saying, Jannone says. The image Bernardini trid to projec was that
of a corrupt Brazilian federal police agency. Corrupt politicians, and Jannone in charge of paying the
bribes. The strangest thing, Jannone says, is that on the first day of his testimony, he wordlessly over to
the prosecutors the famous Veja story that talks about illegal bank accounts of Lula's, of the head fed
Lacerda's. In a weird way, without comment, as if someone had told him: when you get there, deliver
this.

Excerpt 2 – Later a witness appeared, this Araújo (the translator), telling an absurd story about having
overheard, while translating, conversations among Telecom Italia employees about corruption and bribes
paid to Brazilian officials. And that these conversations came around to the Brazil situation in connection
with Angelo Jannone. The translator says these conversations were stored on a computer in a folder
named "Telegraph". The prosecutors did not recall that that folder had already been handed over by me,
Jannone says. And that the conversations were not among Telecom Italia executives, but rather between
a friend talking with lobbyists and executives of Brasil Telecom, who told him how Alcatel, Ericsson, all
those tech companies, had to pay a bribe to get work with Brasil Telecom. And they paid them to Dantas'
bank. "Later I would discover, by examining the record in the Milan case, that Bernardini's lawyer
travels frequently to Brazil and is friends with Marcos Valério", Jannone says.

Excerpt 3 – He said he was arrested in the case because of Bernardini's "absurd stories". Later, Dantas,
who arrived in Italy "telling this tall tale about how he was the victim of a plot against him mastermnded
by Angelo Jannone, when everyone in Brazil knows that the federal police investigation was independent
of that whole Parmalat thing", Jannone says. The prosecutors are not going to follow up on the Brazil
side of the case, because in their view Brazil is a corrupt country, so there is no need to make inquiries
there.

Excerpt 4 – Jannone says he is the victim of slanderous statements by Dantas, who arrived in Italy saying
that Brazilian newspapers were reporting that Jannone had close ties to the Brazilian federal police. That



was a lie, Jannone says, claiming that he only learned of the federal police case file through a journalist
from the Jornal do Brasil.

Excerpt 5 – When Telecom Italia and Dantas negotiated a settlement, the strategy for evading the Italian
probe was probably already underway. That strategy had to go right through him, says Jannone.

Excerpt 6 – "My interview with CartaCapital proves nothing", he says. He told CC only that Mainardi
called him a couple of years ago, commenting on "that thing that Bernardini said about lobbyists,
politicians, those general topics." "Look, I just want to confirm..." I replied: "Mr. Mainardi, I am not
going to confirm any such thing, because it just isn't true. I never ordered bribes be paid to Brazilian
politicians or bureaucrats".

Excerpt 7 – Another interesting fact emerged, which was that Mainardi received this material from the
Italian case file. "If you can find out who gave it to him, you will understand the game much better," says
Jannone. "It would be interesting to know who leaked the arrest warrant with my name on it to
Mainardi," Jannone says. "Even Italian journalists didn't know about that."

Excerpt 8 – "In late 2007, Bernardini's attorney, in talks with prosecutors -- this is all in writing in the
case file -- says 'Look here, the last time I was in Brazil, I met with Marcos Valário, who had been
approached by someone wanting information about the Milan investigation.' Why was he saying this?
What does Bernardini's lawyer have to do with Marcos Valério? That's a question that would be worth
digging into," Jannone says.

Excerpt 9 – "I was never a source for Janaina Leite," Jannone says. "She contacted me when she got to
Italy, she phoned me, asking for an intreview. I said that since I was working for Telecom Italia in Italy
at the time, I could not grant the interview. She said she wanted my comments on what Bernardini said,
about paying bribes. I said Bernardini was a liar and I could prove it. "If you write that, I am going to sue
the Folha de São Paulo," he told her. "Later, I was warned by someone in Brazil that Leite was not really
an independent journalist, talking in this way. They told me to watch out. She wrote me an e-mail saying
she only wanted to discover the truth, that she was ready anytime I wanted to talk. I told her the truth
would come out of the trial, not in the papers."

Excerpt 10 – He mentions Bernardini's role in this case.

Excerpt 11 -- He discusses the fees paid to attorney Marcelo Elias. Telecom Italia, under the command of
Provera, when it was still at war with Dantas, decided to pay the legal costs of Luiz Demarco's lawsuit
against Dantas in England. But in the meantime, Provera and Dantas made peace. Demarco, however,
remained on the warpath, demanding that Telecom Italia pay his legal fees as originally agreed. Jannone
confirms that all these fee payments were documented. He says he paid Elias through a fiscal paradise in
order to avoid exposing his employer. "Mainardi is always talking about these attorney's fee
(US$100,000) as though they were set aside for bribes to be paid in Brazil."
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